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Outline of This Presentation

• Introduction to the motivation for 
OpenKnowledge and how it challenges the 
traditional view of knowledge sharing.

• Peer groups and interaction sharing
• The OpenKnowledge interaction modelling 

language and how it works.
• How communities are formed around 

interactions.
• Examples from experimental science.
• Summary of key technical elements.



Semantics and the Web

• The Web grew large because it (mostly) 
ignored the semantics of the information it 
contains.

• But there are many useful things one can’t 
do without semantic commitments:
– Search precisely
– Search extensively
– Compose programs/data

• So how do we add semantics to the Web?



Openness Assumptions

• Control is not centralised.
• No common engineering culture required.
• No pre-engineered, shared ontology.
• No restrictions on joining other than social ones.
• Interaction specification neutral to medium of 

interaction.
• Only guarantee of shared state is through 

contract formed by interaction itself.
• Properties of interaction(e.g. trust measures) 

must be assessed dynamically at run time.



Openness Changes Our Traditional View

Finding interactions Pre-supplied with peer or 
synthesised from 
specifications

Sharing via peer to peer 
routing

Seeing interactions 
through

Server or mediator 
based architecture 
assumes control

Peers retain control, 
interaction model is a 
contract between peers

Consistency across 
interaction

Dispersed across peers.  
“Absolute” consistency 
assumed but never 
delivered.

Bounded by the context 
of each interaction 
model.  Minimal but 
testable consistency.

Consistency with 
environment

Pre-engineered ontology 
mappings and stable 
knowledge sources. 

Consistency per 
interaction only; dynamic 
ontology mapping.

Issue Traditional OpenKnowledge



Many Different Types of Peer Group

• People who want to book a holiday in Italy
• People participating in auctions
• People who want to analyse Yeast proteins
• etc, etc.

Very many different tasks, each in a different context
Getting tasks “right” is an empirical issue
So tasks anchor content in knowledge sharing – we share 
tasks and through these share knowledge.



Sharing Interactions

request interaction request plugin

OpenKnowledge
plugin supplier

request interaction
from peers



Communicating Social Requirements

interaction model
state and context

service interface
(e.g. WSDL)

query

router
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Basic Example

Agent a1

Agent a2

Agent a3

ask(p(Y))

tell(p(a))

ask(q(Y))

query_from(p(Y), a2)
query_from(q(Z), a3)

know(p(a))

tell(q(b))

know(q(b))



Lightweight Coordination Calculus (LCC)

A requester will
ask about something from
an informer then
get an answer from it then
continue as a requester

An informer will
be asked by a requester then
should tell the requester if
it knows

a(requester, A) ::=
ask(X) => a(informer, B) 

query_from(X, B) then
tell(X) <= a(informer, B) then
a(requester, A)

a(informer, B) ::=
ask(X) <= a(requester, A) then
tell(X) => a(requester, A) 

know(X)

Role Message out

Message in

Constraint

Recursive role

Interaction Model



Peer a1

a(requester, A) ::=
ask(X) => a(informer, B) 

query_from(X, B) then
tell(X) <= a(informer, B) then
a(requester, A)

a(informer, B) ::=
ask(X) <= a(requester, A) then
tell(X) => a(requester, B) 

know(X)

Peer a2

a(requester, a1) ::=
ask(p(Y)) => a(informer, a2) then
tell(p(Y)) <= a(informer, a2) then
a(requester, a1)

ask(p(Y))

General Specific

query_from(p(Y), a2)

Coordination Using an Interaction Model



a(requester, A) ::=
ask(X) => a(informer, B) 

query_from(X, B) then
tell(X) <= a(informer, B) then
a(requester, A)

a(informer, B) ::=
ask(X) <= a(requester, A) then
tell(X) => a(requester, B) 

know(X)

Peer a1 Peer a2

a(requester, a1) ::=
ask(p(Y)) => a(informer, a2) then
tell(p(Y)) <= a(informer, a2) then
a(requester, a1)

a(informer, a2) ::=
ask(p(Y)) <= a(requester, a1) then
tell(p(Y)) => a(requester, a1) 

know(p(Y))

ask(p(Y))

General Specific

Coordination Using an Interaction Model



Peer a1 Peer a2tell(p(a))

General Specific

a(requester, A) ::=
ask(X) => a(informer, B) 

query_from(X, B) then
tell(X) <= a(informer, B) then
a(requester, A)

a(informer, B) ::=
ask(X) <= a(requester, A) then
tell(X) => a(requester, B) 

know(X)

a(requester, a1) ::=
ask(p(Y)) => a(informer, a2) then
tell(p(Y)) <= a(informer, a2) then
a(requester, a1)

a(informer, a2) ::=
ask(p(a)) <= a(requester, a1) then
tell(p(a)) => a(requester, a1)

know(p(a))

Coordination Using an Interaction Model



Peer a1 Peer a2tell(p(a))

General Specific

a(requester, A) ::=
ask(X) => a(informer, B) 

query_from(X, B) then
tell(X) <= a(informer, B) then
a(requester, A)

a(informer, B) ::=
ask(X) <= a(requester, A) then
tell(X) => a(requester, B) 

know(X)

a(requester, a1) ::=
ask(p(a)) => a(informer, a2) then
tell(p(a)) <= a(informer, a2) then
a(requester, a1) ::=

ask(X) => a(informer, B) 
query_from(X, B) then

tell(X) <= a(informer, B) then
a(requester, a1)

a(informer, a2) ::=
ask(p(a)) <= a(requester, a1) then
tell(p(a)) => a(requester, a1)

Distributing an Interaction Model



And so on…

Peer a1 Peer a3

General Specific

q(Y)

Peer a2

a(requester, A) ::=
ask(X) => a(informer, B) 

need(X) and source(B) then
tell(X) <= a(informer, B) then
a(requester, A)

a(informer, B) ::=
ask(X) <= a(requester, A) then
tell(X) => a(requester, B) 

know(X)

a(requester, a1) ::=
ask(p(a)) => a(informer, a2) then
tell(p(a)) <= a(informer, a2) then
a(requester, a1) ::=

ask(q(Y)) => a(informer, a3) then
tell(q(Y)) <= a(informer, a3) then
a(requester, a1)

a(informer, a2) ::=
ask(p(a)) <= a(requester, a1) then
tell(p(a)) => a(requester, a1)

query_from(q(Y), a3)



Conscripting Legacy Services

interaction model
interaction state

plugin

WSDL
interface



Building Communities

Existing services
conscripted via their 
normal Web APIs.  
“Hard” links.

Now we can build 
more complex 
interactions, with 
“softer” links…

…and communicate 
these to others, 
establishing communities 
of practice.



How Does This Work in Practice?

• Bioinformatics (we show how to use interaction 
modelling to discover a new proteomics result).

• e-Science (we show how scientists in 
astrophysics can view their e-science 
experiment designs as interaction models)

• Emergency response (we show how simulations 
can be used to test real-time interaction models)

To give a flavour of the sorts of complex task you 
could tackle using our methods, in we next give 
examples in the following domains:



Bioinformatics Knowledge Sharing Problem

``Faced with the avalanche of genomic sequences and data on messenger 
RNA expression, biological scientists are confronting a frightening prospect: 
piles of information but only flakes of knowledge.  How can the thousands of 
sequences being determined and deposited, and the thousands of expression 
profiles being generated by the new array methods, be synthesised into useful 
knowledge?''

Eisenberg et.al. 2000,  ``Protein Function in the Post-genomic Era'',  Nature Vol.405

Curated
database
services

Scientists

Service invocation

Size of community database proportional to Number of curators

Volume of useful acquired data  proportional to Database access rate



Supporting Sharing From Legacy Systems

sharing

data collating
Proxies (no need for
database curators
to know)



LCC Interaction Specification: Data Collator
a(data_collator(Seq,Best), C) ::

filter_results(Seq,Results,Best) a(poller(Seq,Peers,Results), C) sources(Peers)

a(poller(Seq,Peers,Results), C) ::
(  a(data_seeker(Seq,D,Matches), C) 

Peers = [D|RestPeers] and Results = [r(D,Matches)|RestResults] then
a(poller(Seq,RestPeers,RestResults), C)  )   or

null Peers = [] and Results = [].

a(data_seeker(Seq,D,Matches), S) ::
query(Seq) => a(data_source, D) then
filter_matches(Seq,Results,Matches)  matched(Results) <= a(data_source, D).

data_source data_source data_source

You can be a data collator for a sequence, seeking the best matches of
you can filter the results from polling your peers for their best matches

You can poll a set of your peers for their best results if
you become a data seeker for the first of these peers
and the matches from that peer are merged with the matches you get
from polling the rest of the set of peers;   or
if the set of peers is empty you have no matches

You can be a data seeker asking a peer for a set of matches if
you send a message to that peer asking it to be a data source then
filter the matches it sends back to you in its response



LCC Interaction Specification: Data Sharing

sharing

a(data_source, D) ::
query(Seq) <= a(data_seeker(Seq,D,Matches), S) then
(  matched(Results) => a(data_seeker(Seq,D,Matches), S) 

matching_sequences(Seq,Results)  or
(  a(data_collator(Seq,Results), D) 

not(matching_sequences(Seq,_)) then
matched(Results) => a(data_seeker(Seq,D,Matches), S)  )  ).

You can be a data source if
you get a query from a data seeker and then

you send out the matching sequences to the data seeker if
these matching sequences can be obtained locally;  or

you become a data collator, seeking results from others if
there are no local matching sequences and then
you send out these matching sequences to the data seeker.



Example: Yeast Protein Data

sharing

consistency checking

SWISS SAM ModBase



Sharing Scientific Experiment Protocols
Replicate someone 
else’s experiment 
on my data sets

If the experiment 
works then do it 
again on a larger 

data segment

Poll others to see if 
they can replicate 
an experimental 

result I’ve obtained. 



Example: Protocols as Experiment Design
a(scientist(De), S) ::

sky_area_data => a(data_finder, D) then
data_sources(So) <= a(database_extractor(S), E)  then
(   a(analyser(So), S) goal_achieved(So) or

a(scientist(NewDe), S) revise_description(De, NewDe)  )

a(data_finder, D) ::
sky_area_data <= a(scientist(De), S) then
data_request(De, DD) => a(database_extractor(S), E) match(De, DD) 

a(database_extractor(S), E) ::
data_request(De DD) <= a(data_finder, D) then
data_negotiator(DD, Sources), E) then
data_sources(So) => a(scientist(De), S)

a(data_negotiator(DD, So), E) ::
setup_sources(DD) => a(storage_utility, U) then
sources_set_up(DD, So) <= a(storage_utility, U)

De = Description
So = Set of sources
DD = Data descriptors

Replicate 
someone else’s 
experiment on 
my data sets

You can be a scientist for an experiment if
you ask a data finder for sky area data then
you acquire data sources from a database extractor then

you analyse the results if your goal is achieved or
you continue as a scientist with a revised experiment

You can be a data finder if
you are asked for sky area data by a scientist then
you send a data request for to a database extractor

You can be a database extractor for a scientist if
you receive a request for from a data finder then
you negotiate to obtain your data sources then
you inform the scientist of the data sources

You can be a negotiator  to obtain data sources if
you ask a storage utility to set up data sources then
it confirms which sources are set up



Example: Protocols as  Parameterised Experiments
a(scientist(Protocol), S) ::

null completed(Protocol)
or 
(  Protocol then

a(scientist(NewProtocol), S) 
reparameterise(Protocol, NewProtocol) )

De = Description
So = Set of sources
DD = Data descriptors

If the experiment 
works then do it 
again on a larger 

data segment

You can be a scientist working with a protocol if
the protocol is completed
or 
you follow the protocol then

become a scientist with a new protocol
if the old can be adapted to the new



Example: Protocols as Experiment Replication
a(scientist(Protocol), S) ::

Protocol then
replicate  => a(replicator, R) then
result(Res) <= a(replicator, R) 

a(replicator, R) ::
replicate <= a(scientist(Protocol), S) then
Protocol then
result(Res) => a(scientist(Protocol), S)

Poll others to see if 
they can replicate 
an experimental 

result I’ve obtained. 

You can be a scientist with a protocol if
you follow the protocol then
ask a peer to perform replication then
receive the result from the replicator

You can be a replicator for a protocol if
you are asked to replicate it then
you follow that protocol then
you send the result to the scientist



Sharing Real-Time Coordination Protocols

New environment

What are the 
others doing?

What’s the script?
How effective is 
this likely to be?



Example: Multi-agent Simulation

Group
convergence random coordinated

Comparative
performance

Environment
simulator

Simulated agents

Interaction model

Coordinating peer

a(hunter,Id)::
sawHimAt(Location) => a(hunter,RID) 

visiblePlayer(Location) and
strafeAttempt(Location,Location)

or
strafeAttempt(Location,Location) 

sawHimAt(Location) <= a(hunter,RID)
or
movementAttempt(random_play)

You can be a hunter if
you send a message revealing the location of

a visible opponent player upon whom
you are making a strafing attack

or
make a strafing attack on a location if

you have been told a player is there
or
otherwise just do what seems right



Applications on the Horizon

• Bioinformatics data sharing
• Emergency response
• Healthcare protocols
• Open systematic reviewing



Key Elements of OpenKnowledge

• Interaction model discovery and routing in 
a peer to peer environment

• Dynamic ontology mapping
• Quality of answers and trust assessment
• Interaction modelling for visualisation and 

multimedia
• User centred systems (particularly those 

oriented to the mainstream semantic web)
• Validation and verification of interaction 

models
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